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The continuing dangers and threats to health and safety 
emergency on the streets of San Francisco require that 
the City of San Francisco shutdown these Robo-Taxis 
run by GM’s Cruise and Google’s Waymo. 

They are a catastrophe waiting to happen as the San 
Francisco Fire Chief has said, yet Mayor London Breed 
welcomed the CPUC decision and Governor Gavin 
Newsom took $10 million from Googe in 2020.

Who are they representing, the tech billionaires or the 
people of San Francisco? AI technology should benefit 
the working people and public instead of the billion-
aires who really run the CPUC and DMV.

The San Francisco Police could immediately impound 
the cars since they are violating many vehicular codes 
every hour of every day that they are on the road. They 
also do not stop for pedestrians unless they are in the 
street. This is a frontal attack on the enforcement of the 
vehicle code by these tech companies.

DO WE HAVE TO WAIT FOR A DISASTER?

The Newsom hand-picked California Public Utility 
Commission and DMV has said that these companies 
will regulate themselves and under their logic the peo-
ple of San Francisco are guinea pigs for the testing of 
AI and the development of these autonomous vehicles. 

This technology will also destroy the taxi industry, bleed 
public transit and eliminate tens of thousands of jobs. It 

is the complete privatization of the transportation sys-
tem with Newsom and the legislature deregulating local 
control of transit for the tech billionaires whose goal is 
making profit by getting rid of drivers. 

The shutdown of ten Cruise cars in North Beach on Fri-
day August 11 was blamed on the Overland Festival by 
Cruise because of cell overload. When Waymo killed a 
dog, they blamed the dog.

Newsom even allowed his appointee John Arnold to 
vote to allow thousands of robo-taxis on the streets 
even though Arnold represented GM’s Cruise for years 
as chief counsel. The billionaire streamers are also using 
AI to destroy SAG-AFTRA and the Writers Guild. 

We cannot afford to wait for someone to be injured or 
die because of another road blockage of these robo-tax-
is. We need to unite the entire working class in this fight.
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